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Abstract 

X-chromosome inactivation (XCI) in females silences gene expression on one of the two 

X chromosomes. Following the establishment of XCI early in development, multiple 

repressive pathways synergistically maintain the silencing of the inactive X (Xi). Females 

with certain X-linked disorders, such as Rett syndrome and CDKL5 deficiency disorder, 

may benefit through reactivation of the silenced healthy allele in diseased cells. To identify 

conditions capable of Xi reactivation, we pursued several approaches that disrupt 

pathways responsible for maintaining XCI. Here, we screened a small molecule library in 

an Xi-linked GFP reporter cell line to find druggable targets of XCI maintenance, finding 

that the Aurora kinase inhibitors VX680 and MLN8237 were capable of reactivating Xi-

linked genes. Additionally, we developed antisense oligonucleotides targeting the long 

noncoding RNA XIST to reactivate disease genes on the Xi in patient cells. Lastly, we 

explore the use of epigenome editing for targeted, local disruption of Xi silencing. 
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Introduction 

1.1 X-Chromosome Inactivation 

In placental mammals, the difference in X chromosome number between sexes 

necessitates a mechanism for balancing X-linked gene expression (1). This is 

accomplished in females through an early developmental process known as X-

chromosome inactivation (XCI), in which one X chromosome is transcriptionally silenced 

(1). The choice of chromosome is random with respect to parental origin, resulting in 

mosaic X-linked expression throughout the body (1). As such, a female that is 

heterozygous for an X-linked SNP appears homozygous by gene expression on a cell-

by-cell basis, as for most genes, there is only expression from the allele on the active X 

chromosome (Xa). 

XCI is observed during three periods of development (2). The X chromosome in the 

male germline is inactivated during the first meiotic prophase (3). Next, imprinting in the 

preimplantation embryo silences the paternal X chromosome (4). Finally, in the epiblast, 

random XCI process occurs after paternal X reactivation, during which the long noncoding 

RNA (lncRNA) Xist is expressed from the future Xi and takes part in the silencing pathway 

(5). Following its establishment, XCI maintenance serves as a striking example of 

epigenetic regulation on a chromosome-wide scale, as networks of repressive factors 

maintain the heterochromatic environment of the inactive X chromosome (Xi). DNA 

hypermethylation at Xi-linked promoters was one of the earliest epigenetic marks found 

to play a role in XCI maintenance (6). In addition to DNA modifications, epigenetic writers 

of repressive histone marks are enriched on the Xi as well, including Polycomb repressive 

complexes 1 and 2 (PRC1 and PRC2) that ubiquitinate H2A and catalyze H3K27 
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methylation, respectively (7,8). Histone deacetylases (HDACs) and other factors that 

remove activating histone marks are also involved in maintaining stable silencing of the 

Xi (9). This web of repression complicates efforts to understand the roles specific 

elements have in XCI maintenance, as multiple repressive pathways can compensate for 

the depletion of a single factor (9,10,11). This also affects efforts to identify novel factors 

contributing to silencing by increasing the disruption needed to reactivate Xi-linked 

reporters. 

1.2 XCI and X-Linked Disorders 

For disorders associated with X-linked genes, phenotype and genotype can differ 

depending on the sex and nature of mutation. Males, for any X-linked gene, have one 

allele to express, resulting in full penetrance of any X-linked germline mutation. Females, 

on a cell-by-cell basis, will either express the wild-type copy or the mutant copy from that 

cell’s active X chromosome. For some X-linked mutations, one functional allele is 

sufficient for a normal phenotype: mutations in OPN1LW or OPN1MW lead to red-green 

colorblindness in males, while heterozygous females are unaffected carriers (12). For 

other disorders, such as Rett syndrome (RTT), expression of the mutant allele still 

presents with a deleterious phenotype.  

Rett syndrome is an X-linked genetic disorder caused by mutations in MECP2, a 

methyl-binding protein expressed primarily in neurons (13). RTT patients are 

predominately heterozygous females, as males hemizygous for MECP2 mutations die 

early in infancy. Because the choice of silenced chromosome in XCI is random, 

approximately half of RTT patients’ neurons will not express the functional MECP2 allele, 

leading to the RTT phenotype. 
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Although MECP2 is important for proper neuronal function, loss of MECP2 does 

not appear to have irreversible neurodegenerative effects; critically, it has been shown in 

the RTT mouse model that postnatal restoration of Mecp2 expression ameliorates 

neurological defects (14). This suggests that restoring MECP2 expression may serve as 

a therapeutic avenue for RTT patients, as diagnosis is most common in infancy (13). In 

further support of this hypothesis, viral delivery of Mecp2 to RTT mice led to 

improvements in behavioral assays and other phenotypic traits (15). However, as a 

dosage-sensitive gene, overexpression of MECP2 can also lead to neurological 

problems, as evidenced by a similar phenotype to RTT in individuals with MECP2 

duplication syndrome (16). As such, a method for restoring MECP2 expression in affected 

cells without detrimentally impacting those already expressing the functional MECP2 copy 

would be preferable. Reactivation of the silent, healthy allele in affected cells is one 

potential avenue for this to occur. 

1.3 X-Chromosome Reactivation 

While XCI has been studied extensively, X-chromosome reactivation (XCR) has been 

less amenable to molecular analysis and its underlying mechanisms remain poorly 

understood (17-19). Based on work performed in mice, XCR occurs naturally in two 

contexts. The first is in early development, when the paternal imprinted form of XCI is 

reversed at embryonic day 4, resulting in a transient state with two Xa’s prior to the 

initiation of random XCI (5). The X chosen for inactivation remains silenced throughout 

all future cell divisions except in germ cells, in which XCI is reversed once more (20, 21). 

Thus, multiple rounds of XCI and XCR occur during mouse development. 
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In recent years, several approaches have been taken to define a pharmacological 

means of reactivating the Xi in somatic cells. Two siRNA screens led to identification of 

putative factors, but the screens obtained divergent results with no overlap (22, 23). 

Possible explanations for this are that the screens might not have been fully 

comprehensive, or that XCI cannot be robustly overcome by disrupting a single factor. 

Another screen involving siRNAs and a limited collection of small molecules identified a 

ribonucleotide reductase subunit (RRM2) as being synergistic with 5-aza-2’-

deoxycytidine (5azadC) for reactivation of the Xi (24). In yet another approach, Xist RNA 

was used as bait to pull down interacting proteins (25). Although >100 interacting proteins 

were identified, most of the interactors are not druggable with small molecules. Thus, 

additional approaches are needed to maximize the potential for pharmaceutical 

intervention. 

1.4 XCR as an Epigenetic Therapeutic 

To reactivate the Xi in somatic cells, we explored several avenues of disrupting XCI 

maintenance. First, our lab performed a small molecule screen to identify hits that 

restored expression of a silenced Xi-linked GFP transgene (hereafter Xi-TgGFP) in 

mouse tail tip fibroblasts. ~384,000 compounds were screened in Xi-TgGFP cells primed 

with 5azadC, as 5azadC treatment has synergistically increased the reactivation potential 

of several XCR methods (9-11). This approach allowed for an unbiased search of 

inhibitors that could have been missed in earlier studies lacking the reactivation primer of 

methylation inhibition. From this screen, we identified the Aurora kinase inhibitor VX680 

and explored its effect on XCR. 
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As mentioned, many identified XIST interactors are not effectively druggable by 

small molecule inhibitors, along with XIST itself (25). Previously in our lab, Dr. Lieselot 

Carrette demonstrated that 5azadC treatment in conjunction with an antisense 

oligonucleotide (ASO) targeting Xist yielded low, chromosome-wide reactivation on the Xi 

in mice (26). In tandem with Dr. Yuka Takeuchi and Elizabeth Kraeutler, we followed up 

on her work by translating the results to a human disease model. To this end, we 

developed patient cell lines suitable for testing reactivation protocols and assaying XCR 

in genes-of-interest. We then designed and tested ASOs to target human XIST and 

demonstrated that, in conjunction with 5azadC treatment, XIST knockdown could 

reactivate the silenced allele of our gene of interest. Lastly, we began work on a new 

model for XCR screening, allowing for higher throughput optimization of our XCR 

protocols. 

A drawback of the previous approaches is that broad XCI disruption could 

potentially reactivate genes beyond those relevant for these disorders, some of which 

may be dosage sensitive. Indeed, in vivo studies in mice found that the decay of XCI 

following Xist deletion in blood led to hematologic cancer (27). As such, a method that 

could elicit targeted reactivation of a select genes on the Xi without chromosome-wide 

reactivation would be preferable. An exciting candidate for such an approach is the RNA-

guided CRIPSR/Cas9 system (28). The Cas9 protein normally performs two functions – 

scanning DNA for a sequence complementary to a single guide RNA (sgRNA), and 

inducing double stranded breaks at the target site (28). Because Cas9’s endonuclease 

activity is separate from its targeting, specific mutations have been made in the protein to 

render Cas9 endonuclease-deficient (dCas9) while retaining its RNA-guided function 
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(29). By linking chromatin modifying proteins and complex components to dCas9, the 

fusion protein can perform RNA-guided epigenome editing at specific sites in the genome 

(30). dCas9 fused to transcription factors and other activating complex components has 

been shown to successfully upregulate silenced genes across many contexts (30-33) – 

however, this has not been done for the Xi. If we can successfully target a dCas9-

activating complex to the Xi and reactivate our genes-of-interest, it would serve as a less 

disruptive alternative to the other approaches. 
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Chapter 2 
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Xi Reactivation through Small Molecule Inhibition 

2.1 Background 

This chapter is adapted from A high throughput small molecule screen identifies 

synergism between DNA methylation and Aurora kinase pathways for X reactivation (34). 

We previously developed a female mouse fibroblast cell line, Xi-TgGFP, in which the Xi 

carries a silent GFP transgene (35) as a reporter for reactivation (Fig. 2.1A). Using the 

Xi-TgGFP cell line, >367,000 molecules were screened, combining compounds from the 

NIH’s Molecular Libraries Program, the Broad Institute’s Diversity-Oriented Synthesis 

library, and a panel of kinase and epigenetic inhibitors from the National Center for 

Advancing Translational Sciences (NCATS) (Fig. 2.1B). Because the Xi is repressed by 

multiple synergistic mechanisms (9, 25), we reasoned that the odds of success would be 

increased by performing a primed screen in which cells were sensitized to de-repression 

with the DNA methylation inhibitor, 5-aza-2’-deoxycytidine (5azadC), a compound shown 

previously to elicit a very low level of Xi reactivation (9). We chose a priming concentration 

of 0.5 mM 5azadC, empirically determined to yield ~1% GFP-positive cells, a value that 

was just above background levels. 
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Figure 2.1 Small molecule screen for Xi reactivators. A) Derivation of Xi-TgGFP cells from TTFs isolated 
from pups heterozygous for the X-linked GFP transgene. B) Steps of the screening process. C) Xi-TgGFP 
female fibroblasts were treated for 3 d with compounds identified in the secondary screen plus 0.5 uM 
5azadC. Expression is relative to X-TgGFP/Y male cells. 
 

GFP reactivation in the Xi-TgGFP cells was scored in the high-throughput, primed 

screen via automated microscopy, after a three-day treatment with each compound tested 

in duplicate at 7.5 mM with 5azadC priming. The primary intention of these screens was 

to identify non-toxic reactivators – however, the secondary screen revealed that almost 

all nontoxic hits from the initial screen were autofluorescent or failed to replicate their 

fluorescence results (Fig. 2.1C). As we did not identify a suitable non-toxic compound, 
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we instead pursued a toxic hit from the primary screen: the Aurora kinase inhibitor VX680 

(Fig. 2.1B). 

2.2 Aurora Kinase Inhibition Reactivates an Xi-Linked Reporter 

VX680 is a potent inhibitor of Aurora kinases, a protein family consisting of Aurora kinase 

A (AURKA), B (AURKB), and C (AURKC) (36, 37). While AURKA and AURKB are 

ubiquitously expressed, AURKC is expressed only in the testis (38) and was therefore not 

likely to be a relevant target for XCR. Aurora kinases have critical but separate roles 

during the cell cycle. During mitosis, AURKA is necessary for proper centrosome 

maturation, spindle assembly, and centrosome separation. AURKB is a member of the 

chromosomal passenger complex, which phosphorylates histone H3 and other substrates 

for proper cytokinesis (38). Lack of AURKA function is known to have a severe effect on 

cell cycle progression and to cause lethality before implantation, whereas lack of AURKB 

is known to be lethal after implantation and to cause errors in chromosome segregation 

(39). Additionally, AURKA and AURKB had previous associations with X inactivation. 

AURKA was recently identified in an shRNA screen for X-reactivators using a similar X-

reactivation assay (23), and AURKB was identified as a protein that directly interacts with 

Xist RNA (25). 
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Figure 2.2 VX680 and MLN8237 reactivate a silenced Xi-linked GFP reporter. A) Representative well 
images of one replicate from small molecule screen. Left; Neutral control, 0.5 uM 5azadC + DMSO. Middle; 
8.0 uM 5azadC. Right; 7.5 uM VX680 + 0.5 uM 5azadC. All images show cells incubated with the indicated 
compounds for three days. Grey marks Hoechst-positive cells and green marks the GFP-positive cells 
among these. The numbers accompanying these panels are the cell count and percent GFP-positive.  B) 
Xi-TgGFP female fibroblasts were treated for three days with VX680 at 1 uM, 5azadC at 0.5 uM, or both. 
Expression is relative to X-TgGFP/Y male cells. Means ±SD of 3–5 biological replicates are shown. Note 
that the Y-axis is a logarithmic scale. Fold differences vs. controls are indicated in red; *p=0.02, ***p<0.001.  
C) The same cells were treated with 1 uM MLN8237 and tested as in A. **p=0.01; ***p<0.001.  D) Xi-TgGFP 
cells treated with control, AURKA, AURKB, or both AURKA and AURKB siRNAs. Top: Quantitative RT-
PCR of GFP expression, mean RNA levels ±SD. *p = 0.02. Note logarithmic scale on Y-axis. Bottom: 
Knockdown efficiency of each Aurk gene assessed by RT-PCR, ***p<<0.001. 
 

Application of VX680 in the screen led to a 23.5% GFP-reactivation average of two 

replicates (Fig. 2.2A). We reproduced its reactivation via an independent assay, in which 

we used quantitative RT-PCR to measure GFP expression. VX680 alone boosted GFP 

expression by 6.6-fold and, when combined with 5azadC, by 4.3-fold over treatment with 

5azadC alone (Fig. 2.2B). We compared this expression to that of a male fibroblast line 

carrying the GFP transgene on the single, active X chromosome (Xa-TgGFP), which 

represents the theoretical maximum for GFP activity on the X chromosome. When 

normalized to male Xa-TgGFP expression, the reactivation of the combinatorial treatment 

of VX680 and 5azadC reached 13% of Xa expression (Fig. 2.2B). 
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 Included in our screen were 28 other Aurora kinase inhibitors apart from VX680. 

While none elicited GFP reactivation activity within an acceptable level of cell toxicity, 

MLN8237 was confirmed with even greater reactivation activity than VX680 in the GFP 

RT-qPCR assay (Fig. 2.2C). MLN8237 at 1 uM elicited 13.9-fold activity by itself. When 

combined with 5azadC, it yielded a 16.6-fold reactivation level over 5azadC alone; this 

was 83.5% of the male Xa-TgGFP control (Fig. 2.2C). MLN8237 is a more specific 

AURKA inhibitor than VX680 (IC50= 7 nM for AURKA in a cell culture assay, vs. 1500 nM 

for AURKB (40)). Combined, our findings implicate the Aurora kinase pathway as one of 

potential significance for pharmacological X-reactivation. 

Next, we sought to determine whether AURKA or AURKB is the relevant target of 

VX680 and MLN8237 for X-reactivation. We directly tested the roles of Aurka and Aurkb 

in reactivation by knocking down their expression with siRNAs alone or together. Each 

was efficiently knocked down to ~10% of normal levels (Fig. 2.2D). AURK knockdown 

alone led to no increase in GFP expression. In the presence of 0.5 uM 5azadC, 

knockdown of either AURKA or AURKB individually also did not result in increased GFP 

transcription. However, with simultaneous knockdown, GFP expression increased 4.8-

fold relative to 5azadC treatment by itself. Because this level was 4% of Xa-TgGFP levels, 

compared to 13% for VX680 or 83% for MLN8237, VX680- and MLN8237-mediated 

reactivation can be attributed only in part to AURKA and AURKB inhibition. While residual 

AURK activity after knockdown may be greater than after inhibition by VX680 or 

MLN8237, it is also possible that these compounds inhibit additional kinases to achieve 

their full effect on X-reactivation. 
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2.3 Additional Cellular Effects of VX680 

During mitosis, AURKA is necessary for proper centrosome maturation, spindle 

assembly, and centrosome separation. AURKB is a member of the chromosomal 

passenger complex, which phosphorylates histone H3 and other substrates for proper 

cytokinesis (38). Lack of AURKA function is known to have a severe effect on cell cycle 

progression and to cause lethality before implantation, whereas lack of AURKB is known 

to be lethal after implantation and to cause errors in chromosome segregation (39). 

Therefore, we further examined effects of AURK inhibition on general cellular processes.  

 

Figure 2.3 VX680 effects on cell proliferation and Xist RNA. A) Left: DNA FISH with probe for GFP 
transgene; center: RNA FISH with probe for Xist; right: merged images include DAPI stain of nuclei. Top: 
FISH of control cells treated with DMSO. Bottom: FISH of cells treated with 1 uM VX680 for 3 days. B) 
Quantification of GFP transgene signals from DNA FISH experiments. ***, p<<0.001. C) Relative amounts 
of Xist RNA upon 3 days’ treatment with 0.5 uM 5azadC, 1 uM VX680, or both, shown by quantitative RT-
PCR or by a fold-change calculation from RNA-seq data (***, FDR<0.05 for each drug treatment compared 
to the DMSO control). 
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Work on Aurora kinases has shown that dividing cells lacking both kinases exit 

mitosis before anaphase and give rise to aneuploid daughters (41). We therefore 

considered the possibility that apparent GFP reactivation might be an artifact of this. We 

first looked at Xist expression and localization by fluorescent in-situ hybridization (FISH) 

after treating cells with VX680 alone to focus on its mitotic effects. Interestingly, cells 

treated with 1 mM VX680 developed nuclei more than 5 times the size of control-treated 

nuclei (Fig. 2.3A). Furthermore, the VX680-treated cells exhibited an excessive number 

of Xist RNA clouds. By performing DNA FISH to detect the GFP transgenic locus, control 

cells, which were tetraploid due to immortalization with SV40 large T antigen, showed an 

average of 1.9 ± 0.75 Xi per cell (n=158), whereas VX680-treated cells showed 7.6 ± 5.2 

Xi per cell (n=58) (Fig. 2.3B). There was, however, no qualitative difference in the Xist 

clouds of the control and VX680-treated cells, with Xist properly colocalizing with the GFP 

transgene probe for both. We also examined steady-state Xist RNA levels by quantitative 

RT-PCR (Fig. 2.3C). Non-significant differences were observed (p = 0.07); however, the 

downward trend in Xist expression upon drug treatment was confirmed by RNA-seq (Fig. 

2.3C), which showed Xist levels at between 45% (5azadC only) and 53% 

(5azadC+VX680) of the control samples. 
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Figure 2.4 GFP reactivation as a function of DNA content, shown by fluorescence-activated cell sorting. 
Xi-TgGFP cells were treated for 3 days with DMSO (top), 0.5 uM 5azadC (middle), or 1 uM VX680 (bottom) 
and subject to FACS analysis. Left panels: Gating for GFP-positive cells, after initial gating (see methods). 
X-axes, Hoechst fluorescence; Y-axes, GFP fluorescent signal (log scale). The percent of GFP-positive 
cells is indicated at top right. Right Panels: Histogram of DNA content for GFP-positive cells in left panel. 
X-axes, Hoechst fluorescence; Y-axes, cell count. 
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We then examined the DNA content of treated Xi-TgGFP cells by fluorescence-

activated cell sorting (FACS). While most DMSO and 5azadC-treated cells fell within 

peaks corresponding to stages G1 and G2 of mitosis (Fig. 2.4, top and center), VX680-

treated cells had higher DNA content on average and a wider range of ploidies (Fig. 2.4, 

bottom). Gating for GFP-positive cells using side scatter vs. GFP fluorescence corrected 

for the increased autofluorescence of the VX680-treated cells (Fig. 2.5, right panels). 

Treatment with 5 mM 5azadC resulted in 15.9% GFP-positive cells, compared to 0.0021% 

GFP-positive mock-treated cells, 0.40% GFP-positive 0.5 mM 5azadC-treated cells, and 

1.19% GFP-positive 1 mM VX680-treated cells (Fig. 2.5) The combination of 0.5 mM 

5azadC and 1 mM VX680 again proved synergistic for GFP reactivation, with 3.62% of 

treated cells GFP-positive (Fig. 2.5). We next asked whether VX680-treated GFP-positive 

cells skewed towards higher DNA content, which would suggest that aneuploidy played 

a significant role in GFP reactivation. Notably, DNA content of GFP-positive cells was 

very similar to the profile of all cells after VX680 treatment. Most of these cells were not 

GFP-positive despite having DNA content much greater than non-treated or 5azadC-

treated cells. Collectively, our data show that GFP reactivation observed with VX680 

treatment is unlikely to be due to aneuploidy. Furthermore, the modest reduction in Xist 

expression does not perturb localization to the Xi. 
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Figure 2.5 GFP reactivation as a function of side scatter, shown by fluorescence-activated cell sorting. X-
axes, side scatter (log scale). Y axes, GFP fluorescence signal (log scale). Gates indicate GFP-positive 
cells; the percent GFP-positive is indicated at top right. Treatments of VX680 are at 1 uM, 5azadC are at 
0.5 uM, and high 5azadC are at 5 uM; all treatments are for 3 days. T4 fibroblasts lack the GFP transgene 
and serve as a negative control for autofluoresence. 
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2.4 Reactivation of Endogenous Genes on the Xi  

To further explore the effects of 5azadC and VX680 on native X-linked genes, we 

performed RT-qPCR and RNA-seq after treatment with these compounds (Fig. 2.6, Fig. 

2.7). A set of ~250 X-linked genes that met minimum expression levels was considered 

for each condition. Because the Xi-TgGFP fibroblasts were derived from an F1 hybrid 

cross of M. musculus and M. castaneus parents, we could analyze the data in an allele-

specific manner using the >600,000 X-linked single-nucleotide polymorphisms that occur 

between the strains; the Xa was invariably of castaneus origin (cas) and the Xi of 

musculus origin (mus) (42). While expression of most Xi genes was not changed by more 

than 2-3 fold either up or down, some 12 and 24 genes on the Xi were reactivated by at 

least 3-fold with an FDR<0.05, upon treatment with 5azadC, VX680, or their combination 

(Fig. 2.6). 

 

Fig. 2.6 Reactivated genes on the Xi due to compound treatments by RNAseq. Venn diagram of reactivated 
Xi-linked genes following indicated treatment. Expression of each gene increased at least threefold with an 
FDR of <0.05. 
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Figure 2.7 Allele-specific analysis of X-linked gene expression. A) RNA-Seq, GFP aligned with its cDNA 
sequence. B) Lamp2, C) Fhl1, and D) Msn aligned with mm9 in IGV (top track for each panel). Note that, 
for the allelic analysis, reads appear only where there are polymorphisms that enable distinction between 
cas (Xa) and mus (Xi). For B–D, normalized cas and mus reads are shown. The scale is indicated at right; 
note that it is smaller for mus reads. Xi-TgGFP cells were treated as indicated: 5azadC, VX680 (VX), or 
5azadC+VX680 as in Fig. 2.2. 
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We confirmed reactivation of GFP on the Xi and the synergistic effect of combining 

5azadC and VX680 (Fig. 2.7A). For native genes, we observed several patterns, with 

reactivation defined as at least a three-fold increase over the control level that was 

statistically significant (FDR<0.05). Some X-linked genes were principally affected by just 

one compound. For example, Med14 was upregulated by 5azadC only, whereas Lamp2 

was reactivated by VX680 only; neither was reactivated by the combination (Fig. 2.6; Fig. 

2.7). Meanwhile, for Fhl1 (Fig. 2.7D) and Msn (Fig. 2.7E), the combination treatment 

resulted in a synergistic boost of expression from the Xi. We also observed upregulation 

from the Xa (cas) allele in several cases, including Fhl1, Msn, and Slc25a5 (Fig. 2.6; Fig. 

2.7). 

 

 

Figure 2.8 Mecp2-Luc reactivation by AURK inhibitors. (A) MECP2 expression assayed by luciferase. Top, 
normalized activity from Xi-linked Mecp2-Luc (Xi-8 cell line) after 3-day treatment with 1 uM VX680 (VX) or 
1 uM MLN8237 (MLN) treatments ±0.5 uM 5azadC. Ctrl, control (DMSO) treatment. Bottom, comparison to 
a control line, Xa-3, where Mecp2-Luc is on the Xa (note logarithmic scale). Error bars indicate SD. Means 
of at least three biological replicates are shown. **, p=0.01 (p≤0.005 for 5azadC, 5azadC+VX and 
5azadC+MLN each compared to the control without 5azadC.) ***, p=4.4 x 10-5. (B) Normalized luciferase 
(LUC) assays after VX680 (VX) or MLN8237 (MLN) treatments at indicated concentrations ± 0.5 uM 5azadC 
for 7 days. Ctrl, control (DMSO) treatment. Error bars indicate SD. Means of three biological replicates are 
shown. 
 

Changes in expression of the Rett syndrome disease gene, Mecp2, were not 

detected by RNA-seq. We therefore turned to a more sensitive system, using a mouse 

fibroblast clonal cell line with a luciferase reporter knocked into the endogenous Mecp2 
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locus. Xi-8 cells contain this reporter on the Xi. We found that 5azadC incubation resulted 

in measurable Mecp2 reactivation, and the addition of VX680, but not MLN8237, 

enhanced this reactivation significantly (Fig. 2.8A). This activity, however, was three 

orders of magnitude less than Xa-linked Mecp2-Luc activity (Fig. 2.8A). Longer treatment 

with 5azadC plus VX680 or MLN8237 at lower concentrations did not lead to significant 

increase over 5azadC alone (Fig. 2.8B). 

 

Table 2.1 Changes in chromosomal gene expression. Tables show the average log2(fold-change) 
compared with the control treatment, using the absolute values for logFCs of both up- and down-regulated 
genes. Averages are shown over all genes or those that are significantly changed upon treatment (FDR < 
0.05), on the X chromosome and on Chr13. 
 

We compared Xi-linked to autosomal responses (Table 2.1, Fig. 2.9). Chr.13 is of 

similar size to the X chromosome and also showed upward and downward gene 

expression changes of the mus allele after treatment (Fig. 2.9). However, Xi genes 

showed a greater overall magnitude of fold change compared to Chr.13 genes (mus 

allele), both considering all genes on each chromosome, or only those on each with a 

significant change (Fig. 2.9). Taken together, our data demonstrate that different 

treatments elicited reactivation of distinct sets of Xi genes, raising the possibility that 

defined drugs could be tailored to select genes or regions on the Xi. 
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Fig. 2.9 Fold-change in expression for the X chromosome compared to chromosome 13. Xi-TgGFP cells 
were treated with A) 0.5 μM 5azadC, B) 1.0 μM VX680, and C) the combination of the two drugs, as 
indicated in green. In each panel, log2(fold-change of drug treatment vs. control) on the y axis is plotted 
against average expression levels on chrX (left) or chr13 (right), expressed as log2(counts per million), on 
the x axis. Each dot represents one gene. Red dots represent genes where the log2(fold-change) is 
significant (FDR < 0.05); the black lines represent a threshold of a threefold change in either direction, i.e., 
log2(fold-change) > 1.6 or < −1.6. 
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Chapter 3 
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Xi Reactivation Through XIST Knockdown 

3.1 Overview 

Our small molecule screen was designed to target interacting proteins in the XCI 

maintenance pathway, identifying the Aurora kinases as important for this process. One 

facet of reactivation that this approach touched on, but did not directly target, was XIST 

expression. In a mouse model, 5azadC treatment in conjunction with an ASO targeting 

Xist for degradation yielded low, chromosome-wide reactivation on the Xi (26). Further, 

XIST depletion in conjunction with 5azadC treatment reactivated endogenous genes on 

the Xi in the brain (26). With support from both in vitro and in vivo results for XCR in the 

RTT- and CDD-relevant tissue, XIST knockdown was a promising method to explore in a 

human disease model.  

However, moving from the cas/mus hybrid mouse to a human cell line presented 

several challenges. First, the cas/mus hybrid genome has been sequenced with its SNPs 

extensively catalogued, providing our lab an established workflow for allele-specific 

RNAseq and qPCR primer design (26). Barring additional genome sequencing and 

assembly for patient lines, however, allelic information is limited to the disease gene in 

question, for which the mutation serves as a SNP for allele-specific primers. If allele-

specific primers cannot be made for a mutation, the options available for assaying XCR 

are much lower throughput. Next, establishment of a clonal line is necessary to evaluate 

reactivation. Without a clonal line, in which the identity of the Xa is the same, 

differentiating Xi reactivation from Xa upregulation is impossible. Additionally, our lab’s 

prior XCR work has been most successful when 5azadC is included as a co-treatment 
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(26, 34) – cell types intolerant of 5azadC, such as iPSCs, are less likely to serve as an 

effective starting point for optimizing XCR protocols. 

3.2 Developing a human cell line for detecting Xi reactivation 

Our first step was to find a patient line for which effective allelic qPCR primers could be 

made. The Perlis lab generously provided us clonal RTT and CDD patient induced 

pluripotent stem cell (iPSC) and neural progenitor cell (NPC) lines – these were previously 

confirmed clonal by Sanger sequencing of cDNA (43, 44). Therefore, with RT-qPCR using 

primers incorporating or excluding the relevant mutation, we could attribute signal from 

the Xi-specific primers to nonspecific amplification of the Xa transcript. Based on the CDD 

patient mutation, we designed a set of CDKL5 mutant and WT primers that were highly 

(>800x fold) selective for their respective allele (Table 3.1). Unfortunately, there were no 

primer pairs that reached a suitable level of allele specificity designed around the RTT 

patient mutation. 

 

 

Table 3.1 CDKL5 allele-specific primer validation. cDNA was generated from clonal CDD patient NPCs 
expressing either the WT copy (XaWT) or the mutant copy (XaMut) of CDKL5. For each sample, allele-specific 
primers that incorporated the wild-type (WT) sequence or the mutant (Mut) sequence were used for 
amplification in qPCR. The ct results were compared between the WT and Mut primers to determine the 
signal:noise ratio for the WT (top) and the Mut (bottom) primer set. 
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Along with the derived CDD and RTT lines, we received the original CDD patient 

fibroblasts from the Perlis lab and sourced the RTT patient fibroblasts from Coriell Institute 

(44). We then immortalized these lines with telomerase, serially diluted to single cells, 

and expanded potential clones. While the starting CDD and RTT fibroblast populations 

had mixed expression of the mutant or WT copy of CDKL5 or MECP2, respectively, 

passaging from a single cell led to exclusive expression of one allele in the derived clones, 

which was confirmed via Sanger sequencing (Fig. 3.1). In addition to our work here, these 

lines were used in a publication by the Perlis lab to evaluate CDKL5 deficiency on 

mitochondrial function (44). 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Confirmation of clonal Xa expression in RTT patient fibroblasts. Representative Sanger 
sequencing of a putative XaMutXiWT (top) and XaWTXiMut (bottom) RTT clone. Following serial dilution and 
expansion from a mixed fibroblast population, RNA was isolated from potential clones and converted to 
cDNA. Primers flanking the patient’s MECP2 mutation, a single base pair G deletion, were then used for 
Sanger sequencing. 

 
Although we obtained XaWT and XaMut clones for both CDD and RTT fibroblasts, 

we could only design effective allelic primers for our CDD line. While clonal RTT lines will 

serve as effective tools for downstream experiments, such as evaluating phenotypic 

effects of XCR, protocol optimization for XCR in fibroblasts is severely limited in 
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throughput without allele-specific primers for testing a battery of conditions. As such, we 

focused on reactivating the inactive CDKL5 allele in the CDD fibroblast clones for XCR 

optimization. 

3.3 XIST ASO design 

The ASOs were designed using on 2’-O-Methoxyethyl (2’-MOE, or MOE) chemistry, in 

which the 2’ hydrogen of the DNA backbone is replaced with a methoxyethyl group (45). 

Guidelines provided by IDT (Methods) were followed for ASO sequence selection. Every 

exon of XIST was targeted by at least 3 ASOs (Fig. 3.2, Table 3.2). 

 

Figure 3.2 Schematic of XIST gene structure. ASO ID number based on targeted exon. 
 

To screen out ineffective ASOs, we lipofected CDD fibroblasts with 100nM ASO 

and isolated RNA after 24 hours of treatment. Under these conditions, XIST knockdown 

for our top 35 ASOs fell between 80-95%. After further optimization of ASO concentration 

and treatment duration, we found the top performing ASOs could consistently reach 99%+ 

knockdown of XIST. 

 

Table 3.2 Maximum XIST knockdown by ASOs following optimization in CDD fibroblasts. In collaboration 
with Dr. Takeuchi, 35 ASOs were tested at concentrations ranging from 20-100nM for 1-3 days. The 
maximum knockdown in XIST expression achieved is relative to XIST expression in untreated cells. 
Expression between samples is normalized to RPL13a. 
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As a reference, we tested reactivation in a clonal mouse fibroblast Mecp2-

luciferase reporter line. Three days after lipofection with 20nM Xist ASO +/- 5azadC, we 

isolated RNA and performed RT-qPCR to measure luciferase expression from the Xi-

linked reporter (Fig. 3.3). In agreement with previous findings (26), 5azadC alone is 

capable of modest levels (<0.5% Xa luciferase expression) of reactivation on the Xi for 

mouse, while the combination of XIST ASO plus 5azadC achieves a stronger degree of 

reactivation than either alone. 

 

Figure 3.3 XCR in Mecp2-luc mouse fibroblasts. Xi Mecp2-luciferase expression following 3-day lipofection 
with 0.5nM 5azadC +/- 20 nM XIST ASO. Luciferase expression is relative to expression from a cell line 
containing the Mecp2-luciferase construct on the Xa, and normalized to Gapdh. 
 
3.4 Xi Reactivation in CDD Patient Cells 

Despite strong XIST knockdown using our ASOs in the human CDD fibroblast line, initial 

lipofection experiments modeled after those in mouse had no detectable expression from 

the Xi. With the help of a summer graduate student, Maud Maillaut, we optimized 

treatment conditions that could lead to reactivation. Although it was to a lesser degree 

than seen in the mouse luciferase line, we found that 7-10 day treatment with a higher 

concentration of 5azadC was able to modestly reactivate the CDKL5 Xi allele (Fig 2D). 
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Figure 3.4 Reactivation of CDKL5 in a CDD patient cell line. Clonal XaMutXiWT CDD fibroblasts were 
lipofected at day 1 and day 5 with lipofectamine +/- 20nM XIST ASO 1U, and +/- 1 uM 5azadC refreshed 
every 2 days. Left) XIST expression for each treatment, normalized to RPL13a. Right) CDKL5 XiWT 
expression, relative to CDKL5 XaMut expression, and normalized to RPL13a. 
 

As addressed earlier, our current Rett syndrome patient lines are insufficient for 

evaluating Xi reactivation, as the MECP2 mutation does not allow for effective allelic 

primers. To overcome this issue, we have begun generating a human cell line capable of 

detecting MECP2 reactivation. We designed a construct to introduce nanoluc into the 3’ 

end of MECP2, similar to the Mecp2-luciferase mouse cell line used earlier. We are 

currently in the process of generating clones from transfected cells, after which we can 

translate our findings from our CDKL5 experiments to this reporter line. 
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Chapter 4 
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Xi Reactivation through Epigenome Editing 

4.1 Overview 

Contrary to our other approaches which sought Xi reactivation through broad disruption 

of XCI maintenance machinery, here we sought to use constructs containing dCas9 fused 

to activating complexes to achieve gene-specific reactivation on the Xi. As a starting point, 

we used dCas9-VPR (VP64, p65, Rta), a robust activator shown to increase gene 

expression in a targeted manner across many cell types and species (33). Prior to our 

work, it had not been tested in the context of Xi reactivation. As for earlier approaches, 

we looked at XCR in the context of RTT and CDD patient lines. Additionally, we were 

interested in adapting this approach to Fragile X syndrome (FXS). 

Fragile X syndrome is an X-linked disorder caused predominately by a CGG repeat 

expansion in the 5'UTR of the FMR1 gene (46). Normally there are 29-30 CGG repeats, 

but in FXS patients there are over 200 (46). Although the CGG repeats are not contained 

within the coding sequence, an FXS patient’s CGG repeats are hypermethylated, 

silencing expression of FMR1. The severe intellectual disability seen in Fragile X patients 

is due to the absence of FMRP, the protein product of FMR1, in the central nervous 

system (46). Previous studies have identified DNA methylation as the primary repressive 

element behind the lack of FMR1 mRNA expression, as treatment with 5azadC, a 

methyltransferase inhibitor, can restore mRNA expression (47). Thus, targeting activating 

complexes, such as dCas9-VPR, to the site of the repeat expansion may help reactivate 

the silenced allele. 
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4.2 Design and Testing of sgRNAs 

We first designed ten sgRNAs targeting the promoters of each of our genes of interest – 

MECP2, CDKL5, and FMR1. After preliminary rounds of lipofections with dCas9-VPR in 

HEK293 cells, we narrowed down the ten to the top four performing candidates for 

multiplexed delivery (Fig. 4.1). 

 

 

Figure 4.1 sgRNA locations in promoters of dCas9-VPR-targeted genes. A minimum of 10 sgRNAs were 
tested for each gene in HEK293 cells, and the top 4 were selected for future experiments. 
 

While for minimally expressed genes, dCas9-VPR can achieve 1,000-10,000x-fold 

increases in reactivation, relative effects are more modest for highly expressed genes, 

even if the raw increase in gene expression is substantially greater (33). All three genes 

we tested were highly expressed in HEK293 cells, so the relative increase in expression 

were not as substantial as seen for the positive control MIAT1 (Fig. 4.2). Nevertheless, 

expression increase was robust and consistent across multiple testing conditions, 

suggesting that these combinations of sgRNAs could successfully target dCas9-VPR to 

our genes of interest. 
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Figure 4.2 Multiplexed dCas9-VPR-mediated overexpression in HEK293 cells. HEK293 cells were 
lipofected with dCas9-VPR +/- 4 sgRNAs targeting MECP2, CDKL5, or FMR1 for 3 days. RT-qPCR was 
used to calculate fold change of gene expression relative to the no-sgRNA condition, normalized by 
GAPDH. 

 
Because we cannot discriminate between the Xa and Xi alleles in HEK293 cells, 

this cell line was insufficient for evaluating what contribution of the increase in expression 

came from the inactive X. Further, for FMR1, this only demonstrated that the FMR1 gene 

could be properly targeted and overexpressed in a wild-type context; reactivating a 

silenced allele in FMR1 patient cells required further testing. 

4.3 Targeting Disease Genes for Reactivation 

To achieve allelic information, we used patient cells afflicted by the corresponding 

syndromes. For CDKL5, we initially used clonal CDD patient NPCs provided by the Perlis 

lab in which one allele had a single base-pair deletion (44). Based on this mutation, we 

had a set of CDKL5 mutant and WT primers that were selective for their respective alleles. 

However, preliminary transfections in these NPCs were unsuccessful for both CDKL5 and 

positive controls due to low transfection efficiency, as neither positive control guides nor 
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the CDKL5 guides achieved upregulation. Instead, we turned to our clonal CDD fibroblast 

lines. 

 

Figure 4.3 dCas9-mediated allele-specific upregulation of CDLK5. Clonal CDD fibroblasts were lipofected 
with dCas9-VPR +/- 4 sgRNAs targeting the CDKL5 promoter for 3 days. Allele-specific RT-qPCR was 
used to calculate fold-change in Xa and Xi expression of the CDKL5 allele, normalized by GAPDH. 
 

To achieve reactivation of the Xi allele in a CDKL5 fibroblast clone, we first 

optimized transfection of dCas9-VPR with the set of 4 sgRNAs targeting CDKL5 and a 

positive control gene MIAT. For both Xa-specific and universal primers, we consistently 

achieved upregulation of CDKL5; however, we were unable to detect expression from the 

inactive X after dCas9-VPR delivery (Fig. 4.3). Despite varying treatment length from 3 to 

10 days, 5azadC concentration from 0 uM to 1uM, and concentration of dCas9 and 

sgRNAs, no condition achieved detectable expression from the Xi allele. These negative 

results were repeated when performed in the CDKL5 clone expressing the opposite allele. 

The use of allele-specific primers showed that although dCas9-VPR is targeted to the 

CDKL5 Xa promoter, any increase is solely from CDKL5 expression on the active X. 
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Figure 4.4 dCas9-mediated allele-specific upregulation of FMR1. Male wild-type iPSCs and FXS syndrome 
iPSCs were lipofected with dCas9-VPR +/- 4 sgRNAs targeting FMR1. RT-qPCR was used to detect fold 
change in FMR1 expression after 3 days, normalized by GAPDH. 
 

For FMR1, as FXS is predominately seen in males and the silencing mechanism 

of the disorder is wholly independent of XCI, allele specificity was not an issue; rather, we 

used iPSCs from an unaffected (wild-type) male and FXS male provided by the Perlis lab. 

Following nucleofection with dCas9 and the 4 sgRNAs targeting FMR1, despite 

successfully overexpressing FMR1 in the wild type cells, we detected no reactivation of 

the silenced FMR1 allele in FXS patient cells (Fig. 4.4). Due to the sensitivity of iPSCs to 

5azadC treatment, we additionally tested co-treatment of 5azadC, dCas9-VPR, and 

FMR1 sgRNAs in WT and FXS patient fibroblasts. Although 5azadC treatment does result 

in FMR1 expression in FXS patient cells, there is no additive or synergistic effect from 

dCas9-VPR, suggesting that the mechanism by which dCas9-VPR upregulates WT 

FMR1 is blocked by the CGG repeat expansion. 
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Chapter 5  
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Conclusions and Future Directions 

5.1 XCR Synergy between Aurora Kinase and DNA Methyltransferase Inhibition  

Our work demonstrates that treatment of female cells with inhibitors of DNA methylation 

(DNMT) and Aurora kinases leads to a synergistic reactivation of select genes on the Xi. 

The DNA methyltransferase inhibitor 5azadC has long been known to have a small but 

significant effect on reactivating the Xi – here, we show that it can do so synergistically 

with two Aurora kinase inhibitors. 

We find that when the endogenous genes of the Xi are considered as a whole, 

three different compound treatments (5azadC alone, VX680 alone, or 5azadC + VX680) 

reactivate distinct subsets of genes on the Xi. While we do not fully understand the 

mechanisms of reactivation driven by Aurora kinase inhibition, our data suggest several 

factors that may be in play. First, we observe that drug treatment results in a 50% down-

regulation of Xist RNA levels. Although Xist localization is unaffected, the reduced levels 

could potentially play a role in Xi reactivation (Fig. 2.3). Reduced Xist levels were also 

observed by Bhatnagar et al. (23) upon knockdown of Aurka. The action of 5azadC on 

DNA methylation and derepression of Xi genes is well established (9, 25); however, its 

synergism with Aurora kinase inhibition has not been previously reported. Our data 

indicate that direct inhibition of AURKA and AURKB contribute to reactivation, as 

knockdown of both Aurka and Aurkb accounts for some, but not all, the GFP reactivation 

resulting from VX680 or MLN8237 treatment (Fig. 2.4). 
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5.2 Aurora Kinase Inhibitors as Putative XCR Therapeutics 

Our data are consistent with recent findings regarding the Aurora kinases for maintaining 

silencing of the Xi. In the findings of Bhatnagar et al. (23), shRNAs targeting Aurka 

resulted in reactivation of various X-linked genes. AURKB was also pulled down as a 

protein associating with Xist RNA (24), and its inhibition in combination with 5azadC and 

etoposide treatments resulted in a synergistic reactivation of Xi genes. AURKB has also 

been implicated in regulating XIST RNA adherence to the Xi in human cells undergoing 

mitosis (48). Significantly, our unbiased approach via a high-throughput screening assay 

independently identified AURKA and AURKB as relevant targets. Beyond the finding that 

the DNA methylation and Aurora kinase pathways act in suppressing the Xi, it is likely 

that the application of VX680 or MLN8237 would too toxic to serve as a therapeutic in the 

setting of mitotically active cells. 

Future efforts toward developing a drug based on the synergy between DNMT1 

and the Aurora kinases must tease apart the Xi-reactivation effects of VX680/MLN8237 

from the effects on the cell cycle. Tests in non-dividing cells, such as neurons, would be 

of particular interest for neurological disorders such as Rett syndrome. Evidence that the 

Xi reactivation is distinct from cell cycle effects includes the fact that VX680 and MLN8237 

both affect the cell cycle, but their effects on Xi reactivation are not identical. It is possible 

that other kinases inhibited by VX680 and MLN8237 contribute to the reactivation that 

may not be cell cycle dependent (49, 50). In the future, it may also be possible to use 

medicinal chemistry to enhance VX680’s Xi-reactivation potential while reducing the 

effects on cell cycle and other pathways. 
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5.3 XCR in Patient Lines 

Prior to this work, our lab’s ability to test allelic Xi reactivation was limited to the cas/mus 

mouse. With a long-term goal of developing a therapeutic based on XCR, it was critical 

as a proof-of-concept to translate our findings to a human patient model. By immortalizing 

and cloning CDD patient fibroblast, and developing allele-specific primers for CDKL5, we 

were able to optimize reactivation approaches in a higher throughput manner than 

afforded by Sanger sequencing cDNA. 

 From our XIST knockdown experiments, we identified a diverse set of ASOs 

spanning the full length of the gene capable of 95% XIST knockdown. After initial 

optimization, in combination with 5azadC, we were able to see nearly 1% reactivation 

from the Xi after XIST knockdown. As even 5% Xa levels can provide a therapeutic 

benefit, reactivation near that threshold may strike a better balance between CDKL5 

restoration and any deleterious effects of broad XCR than would full reactivation. 

Nevertheless, building on our initial protocols, Dr. Takeuichi has been able to achieve Xi 

reactivation of over 10% Xa levels with additional optimizations. 

One caveat for our negative dCas9-VPR findings is that alternative dCas9-

activators exist and may perform better in reactivating these disease genes, according to 

their epigenomic context. FMR1 in FXS patient cells, for example, has since been 

successfully reactivated by dCas9-TET1, a demethylating complex not available at the 

time of our experiments (51). Other fusions may likewise be better suited for XCR than 

dCas9-VPR, and tools like our MECP2-nanoluc line in development will make exploring 

the full experimental space of dCas9-activators, treatment lengths, and drug 

combinations more manageable. 
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 For RTT, we are still developing a line suitable for allelic discrimination. Similar to 

how VX680, 5azadC, and the combination led to the reactivation of different gene sets in 

our mouse experiments, it is possible that our optimizations for XCR in the CDD fibroblast 

line will not translate to RTT reactivation. As such, our ongoing work in developing the 

MECP2-nanoluc line is especially important for an eventual XCR-based therapeutic for 

RTT. Additionally, the MECP2-nanoluc line will allow for higher throughput testing for 

reactivation, as the cell number required for luciferase assays is less than that of allele-

specific RT-qPCR. This can open the door for more complex treatment regiments, such 

as mutiplexed ASO delivery or further extended treatments. 

Moving forward, we intend to expand our work in NPCs and other clonal RTT- and 

CDD-relevant lines, in which we can quantify phenotypic effects of exclusive XaWT and 

XaMut expression. Once in vitro baselines for these effects are set, we can begin 

evaluating amelioration provided by our XCR treatments. One phenotype that the Perlis 

lab has already assayed is mitochondrial function in the XaWT and the XaMut CDD 

fibroblast lines (44) – while in NPCs the CDD mutation was deleterious for mitochondrial 

function, there was no such difference for the clonal fibroblasts, highlighting the 

importance of cell lineage when developing these phenotypic assays. Establishing a list 

of disease-relevant parameters for cell types affected by MECP2 or CDKL5 dysfunction 

will serve as an effective measure for XCR’s effect on restoring CDKL5 function along 

with expression. If we can successfully tie the reactivation of these silenced, healthy 

alleles to improvements in cellular help, it will serve as a compelling argument for moving 

forward with XCR-based therapeutics. 
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Chapter 6 
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Materials and Methods 

6.1 Cell Lines 

X-TgGFP/Y+ and Xi-TgGFP. A mouse of the M. musculus strain carrying an X-linked GFP 

marker (35) was outcrossed to a M. m. castaneus WT mouse, and TTFs were isolated 

from the daughters and sorted to obtain GFP+ and GFP− cells. The cells were 

immortalized with SV40 large T antigen, and clonal lines were established. For the clone 

established as the Xi-TgGFP line described here, the presence of the GFP transgene on 

the inactive X was confirmed by cytological studies (25). X-TgGFP/Y+ control male cells, 

with the same GFP transgene insertion on the X, were obtained in a similar way and also 

transformed to obtain a clonal line. We also used a clonal mouse embryonic fibroblast 

(MEF) line (T4) without the GFP transgene for the counterscreen test of autofluorescence 

and as a control for FACS. 

Mecp2-Luc. Mice with firefly luciferase knocked into the Mecp2 locus have been 

described (52) from which the Xi-8 (Mecp2-Luc on the Xi) and Xa-3 (Mecp2-Luc on the 

Xa) fibroblast lines were derived. 

RTT, CDD, and FXS patient cell lines. Fibroblasts from an RTT female (GM07982), FXS 

male (GM05848), and an unaffected male (GM08330) were purchased from Coriell 

Institute for Medical Research. Fibroblasts from a 2-year-old female CDD patient 

harboring a truncating mutation 1412delT (p.Asp471Ala) were collected by the Perlis lab 

following parental informed consent via the Manton Center (Children's Hospital, Boston, 

Massachusetts). RTT and CDD patient fibroblasts were reprogrammed into iPSCs and 

differentiated into NPCs by the Perlis lab according to their protocols, all of which were 

generously provided to our lab for use (44). 
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6.2 Cell Culture 

Fibroblasts were maintained in DMEM-GlutaMAX (Gibco) supplemented with FBS (10%), 

nonessential amino acids (1x; Gibco), Hepes buffer (25 mM; Gibco), 

penicillin/streptomycin (1x; Gibco), and 2-Mercaptoethanol (Sigma–Aldrich). NPCs were 

cultured as described by the Perlis lab (44). ASO transfections were performed with the 

indicated concentration of ASO assisted by Lipofectamine 3000 or LTX with Plus reagent 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific). 

6.3 Fibroblast Immortalization and Clonal Isolation 

293FT cells were transiently transfected with 4.5 µg of pBABE-neo-hTERT and 4.5µg of 

pAmpho vectors using Lipofectamine 3000 (Invitrogen). The viral supernatant was 

collected 24 h after transfection, filtered, supplemented with polybrene (final 

concentration of 4 µg/mL). 48 h after retroviral infection of fibroblasts, cells were split with 

media containing 0.5mg/ml Geneticin (Invitrogen). Immortalized fibroblasts were serially 

diluted in 96-well plates to obtain clonal cultures. After expansion, RNA was isolated from 

potential clones by TRIzol extraction (Invitrogen) and converted into cDNA using 

SuperScript III Reverse Transcriptase (Invitrogen). For putative RTT and CDD fibroblast 

clones, cDNA samples were sent to Genewiz for sequencing with primers flanking the 

relevant mutation to confirm clonal expression. 

6.4 Allele-Specific Primer Design 

Allele-specific CDKL5 qPCR primers were designed to exclude (WT primer) or include 

(Mut primer) the CDD patient deletion. Allelic specificity of transcript amplification 

following qPCR was validated using cDNA from clonal XaWT and XaMut CDD NPCs. 

CDKL5 forward primer: 5’-CCACACCTTCTTAGCCCAAA-3’, CDKL5 reverse primer 
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(WT): 5’-CTAGAGGACTGGGGAATTGTATC-3’, CDKL5 reverse primer (Mut): 5’-

CCTAGAGGACTGGGGAATTGTAC-3’. 

6.5 Primary and Secondary Screening 

The primary high-throughput small molecule screen was performed by Dr. Derek Lessing 

as described (34). Reanalysis of the primary screen data uncovered 1,507 new 

compounds. We sourced 1,394 of these and tested a panel of additional molecules 

curated by NCATS as kinase inhibitors, epigenetic modifiers, and other mechanistically 

annotated compounds. The automated microscopy assay was used to test these 4,035 

compounds at 5 μM and 0.5μM, and in parallel at 5 μM on the counterscreen fibroblasts. 

Fifteen compounds were chosen for qRT-PCR analysis that elicited at least 7.5% 

reactivation, had a viable cell count of at least 500, and were not autofluorescent or 

otherwise artifactual upon visual inspection of the well images. Only VX680 passed these 

criteria, except for the viable cell count, as discussed in the text. Sources for follow-up 

experiments: VX680 (Selleck Chemicals), MLN8237 (Alisertib, Adooq Bioscience), and 

5azadC (Sigma-Aldrich). 

6.6 RT-qPCR 

RNA isolation by TRIzol extraction and RT-qPCR was performed as described (53). GFP 

expression was measured by absolute quantitation with standard curves, and other 

mRNAs were assayed by relative quantitation. In all cases, Gapdh was used as the 

internal control. We designed allele-specific primers for Mecp2 that effectively 

discriminated against M. musculus vs. M. m. castaneus templates (Xi-TgGFP cells are 

hybrid mus/cas), but because this gene is expressed at very low levels in fibroblasts, it 
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was amplified inconsistently from our RNA preps, and we turned to the luciferase Mecp2 

reporter cell line instead. 

6.7 Luciferase Assays 

Luciferase assays were performed with the Promega Luciferase Assay System. Mecp2-

Luc cells were treated with compounds or siRNAs in 12-well plates. After trypsinization, 

viable cells were counted by a Cellometer (Nexcelom) or manually with a hemocytometer. 

Cells were washed once in PBS and then lysed in 20 μL of 1 × lysis reagent and 

transferred to a 96-well assay plate. Assays were performed within 30 min of extract 

preparation with the Microbeta2 LumiJET plate reader (Perkin-Elmer); 100 μL luciferase 

substrate was added automatically to each well just before each assay. Corrected counts 

per second (CCPS) were measured 2 s after addition of substrate and averaged over the 

following 10 s, with the blank (lysis buffer only) subtracted and are normalized for cell 

number. 

6.8 FISH 

FISH to Xist RNA was performed as described (54). Simultaneous RNA–DNA FISH was 

performed as previously described, with a 20-min denaturation step (55). DNA FISH 

probes were made as previously described, targeting the coding sequence of GFP (55). 

6.9 siRNA Knockdown 

Pools of four siRNAs targeting either AURKA or AURKB were purchased from 

Dharmacon, including a control siRNA pool. For knockdown in Xi-TgGFP fibroblasts, 

20,000 cells were plated per well on 12-well plates. Transfection via Lipofectamine 

RNAiMAX reagent (Life Technologies) took place the next day, with the siRNAs at 10 nM, 
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according to the RNAiMAX protocol. RNA was harvested 3 d later to test for knockdown 

efficiency and GFP expression. 

6.10 FACS 

Cells were plated on six-well plates at 50,000 cells per well (DMSO; 0.5 μM 5azadC) or 

15-cm dishes at 800,000 cells per dish (1 μM VX680, 1 μM VX680 + 0.5 μM 5azadC, or 

5 μM 5azadC), depending on the toxicity of treatment. For GFP− controls, T4 MEFs were 

treated with DMSO or 1 μM VX680. After 3 d, cells were trypsinized, resuspended in 

complete media, and incubated with 10 mg/mL Hoechst 33342 at 37 °C for 30 min. After 

staining, cells were spun down, resuspended in PBS, and sorted using SORP 8-Laser 

LSRII by forward scatter (FSC), side scatter (SSC), Indo-Violet (for Hoechst 33342), and 

FITC (for GFP). A total of 100,000 events were recorded per sample, and data were 

processed using FlowJo. Initial gating excluded debris, doublets, and nonviable cells. 

Gating for FSC vs. SSC excluded events with low FSC and/or SSC. Gating for Indo-

Violet-H vs. Indo-Violet-A excluded likely doublets. Lastly, a lower boundary for DNA 

content, measured by Indo-Violet-A, was applied across all samples to exclude dead or 

apoptotic cells. Gating for GFP+ cells required the use of T4 MEFs that lacked the GFP 

transgene, as VX680-treated cells have higher basal levels of FITC autofluorescence 

unrelated to the GFP reactivation activity of VX680. To account for autofluorescent 

changes in FITC levels following VX680 treatment, we used the strong and linear positive 

correlation of SSC vs. FITC for GFP+ gating. Because this relationship between SSC and 

FITC is consistent for all samples, we could design a shared GFP+ gate across every 

condition. Our GFP+ gate consisted of a low-SSC static FITC threshold, based on FITC 
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levels of DMSO-treated cells, and a linearly increasing threshold for medium-to-high SSC 

events, based on FITC levels of VX680-treated T4 cells. 

6.11 RNA-Seq 

Strand-specific RNA-seq library preparation, deep sequencing, and data analysis were 

performed as previously described (25). Two biological replicates of untreated control and 

each drug treatment were prepared and sequenced on the platform of Illumina 

HiSEq2500 using 50 cycles to obtain paired-end reads. After the depletion of adapter 

dimers and PCR duplicates, reads were aligned to custom mus/129 and cas genomes 

separately to determine the allelic origin of each sequencing read (cas or mus) using 

Tophat v2.0.10 (-g 20 --no-coverage-search --read-edit-dist 3 --read-mismatches 3 --

read-gap-length 3 --b2-very-sensitive --mateinner-dist 50 --mate-std-dev 40 --library-type 

fr-firststrand) and inhouse algorithms. Discordant pairs and multimapped reads were 

discarded. The coordinates of reads in custom genomes were then further adjusted to 

match reference mm9 genome, as previously described (25, 42). After alignment, gene 

expression levels within each library were quantified using Homer v4.8 (rna mm9 -count 

exons -strand + -noadj -condenseGenes) (56), and the normalized allelic differential 

expression analyses across samples were performed by using EdgeR (57). All scatter 

plots were made in R using package ggplot2 (58). For each drug-treatment experiment, 

Xi-linked genes were analyzed if there were at least 10 counts across both mus (Xi) and 

cas (Xa) alleles in each of the four samples (two biological replicates for the control + two 

for each particular drug treatment; the exact number of genes in each experiment that 

met this criterion varied between drug treatments but was ∼250. Sequence data have 
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been deposited into the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database, 

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo (accession no. GSE85103). 

6.12 ASO Design 

LNA Gapmers targeting mouse Xist were designed by Exiqon following specific design 

algorithms. Human MOE Gapmers targeting XIST were manually designed following 

guidelines provided by IDT to be 20 base pairs in length, in a 5-10-5 design containing 

MOE DNA bases on the ends and unmodified DNA bases in the center of the ASO, with 

all bases linked with phosphorothioate bonds. For sequence design, ASOs did not contain 

“CG”, have runs of longer than 2 G’s, nor have GC content below 40% or above 60% of 

the ASO. Due to pending patent applications, the sequences of these ASOs are not 

specified. 
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